Assessing small-scale heterogeneity in
harbour porpoise distribution in energetic
environments: the case for PAM arrays
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 Passive Acoustic Monitoring (PAM) detectors (e.g. C-PODs for harbour porpoise) are
often used for long-term monitoring of echolocating cetaceans at energetic MRE
development sites – but how representative are such datasets?
 High spatiotemporal variability in porpoise acoustic detection rates, at scales of
hundreds of metres and hours, has been repeatedly observed in C-POD array
datasets from energetic environments
 This variability is at least partially driven by day-night cycle, Ebb-Flood/Spring-Neap
tidal cycles, etc., and allows assessment of habitat use by porpoises
 Use of solitary detectors can lead to inappropriate assessment of risk
EXAMPLE 1: EMEC/Billia Croo
• 7 C-PODs deployed for 51 days (5/10/ - 24/11/2013)
• C-PODs placed in 2 lines running away from PELAMIS™ P2 test site
• Mean closest inter-mooring distance: 337 m

Data outputs: Benjamins et al. 2017
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DAILY DISTRIBUTION OF
PORPOISE DETECTIONS
(MOORING E)

• Porpoises were
detected significantly
more often at western
edge of array
• Strong diurnal pattern,
most detections
occurred at night

EXAMPLE 2: Scarba/Grey Dogs

• 10 C-PODs deployed for 58 days
(20/06 – 19/08/2014)
• Heterogeneous area incl. tidal narrows,
deep central basin, diverse sediments
• Mean closest inter-mooring distance:

493 m

GAM-GEE model outputs: Benjamins, S., van Geel, N., Hastie, G.,
Elliott, J., & Wilson, B. (2017). Harbour porpoise distribution can vary
at small spatiotemporal scales in energetic habitats. Deep Sea
Research Part II: Topical Studies in Oceanography, 141, 191-202.

• Most porpoise detections in centre of
array (deeper part of bay)
• Porpoise detections along the
southern edge of array were
influenced by tidal currents
• Many more porpoise detections
occurred at night, but mainly on
northern edge of array

GAM-GEE model outputs

